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This image depicts Kwajalein Island after it was captured by the Allies. The photo depicts how the island
appeared in April of 1944, after it became an American Base. Image included in The Army Air Forces in World
War II, between pages 686-7. Click on the image for a better view.
Phil and Louie drifted fourteen more days after Mac died. They saw land - Wotje Island - on the 47th day, after
traveling about 2,000 miles. It was part of the very place - the Marshall Islands - which Louie had expected
would be their landfall (if they lived).
Unable to avoid detection by the Japanese, both Americans were imprisoned ashore. Surprisingly well-treated,
they were shocked at how much weight they had lost - about 100 pounds each. They were also warned about
their next stop - Kwajalein - also part of the Marshalls.
Known as “Execution Island” - because few Allied captives ever lived to tell about their experiences - Kawjalein
would make Zamp and Phil wish for their drifting, leaking raft. Life on a shark-surrounded ocean home at least
allowed them to push their predators away. Life on Execution Island denied them any semblance of freedom,
let alone any ideas of striking back.
If the raft had seemed small, one can only imagine what the captives thought about their tiny cells at
Kawjalein.
For nearly seven weeks at sea, Zamp and Phil had kept their minds strong. Converting worries into life-saving
actions, Louie had lost body mass but maintained dignity. He and Phil were able to talk, about whatever they
wished, for however long they wanted. All that changed at Execution Island, where prisoners of war were
treated worse than animals.
In his book, Devil at My Heels, Louie tells us how he reacted when he arrived at Kwajalein:
When I took off my blindfold my brain and my eyes fluttered with the unreality of it all. After
nearly two months floating under cast open skies and infinite seas, I found myself locked in a
cubicle the size of a dog kennel.
The instant claustrophobia made me want to scream, but I was too weak. Instead, I lay down and
looked at my body. Just six weeks before I’d been a vigorous athlete who could run a mile in just
over four minutes. Now I was fleshless, skeletal.
All my life I had kept my emotions tightly in check when it came to my own troubles, but I could no
longer help myself.
I broke down and cried. (Zamperini, Devil at My Heels, page 120.)
Not only were Phil and Louie interrogated and beaten at Kwajalein, they endured experimental medical
procedures. Then they both developed dengue fever.
Although he did not initially realize it, Louie’s fame as an Olympian was known to his captors. Planning another
use for Zamp, and sparing Phil’s life at the same time, the Japanese authorities decided to let both men leave

Execution Island alive.
After 43 days in a stinking dungeon, they boarded a ship for Truk - part of the Caroline Islands - where the
Japanese had a major naval base. From there, they would continue to Yokohama - near Tokyo - and a secret
camp for prisoners of war called Ofuna.
No one living at that camp was registered as a prisoner. No one who cared about Zamp and Phil knew that the
men were still alive.
See Alignments to State and Common Core standards for this story online at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/AcademicAlignment/KWAJALEIN-EXECUTION-ISLAND-Unbroken-Louis-Zam
perini-Story
See Learning Tasks for this story online at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/AcademicActivities/KWAJALEIN-EXECUTION-ISLAND-Unbroken-Louis-Zamp
erini-Story

Questions 2 Ponder
When Is It Time to Let the Tears Flow?
After ﬂoating on a life raft for 47 days, Louis Zamperini and his crew mate Russell Allen Phillips made landfall at
Wotje Island, which is part of the Marshall Islands and, at that time, controlled by the Japanese.
Soon thereafter, both men were transferred to Kwajalein Island, also part of the Marshalls. Known as “Execution
Island,” Kwajalein was a place where prisoners were horriﬁcally treated.
After all the days at sea, and all the days at Wotje where he kept his dignity and tried to make the best of
things, Zamp broke down and cried at Kwajalein.
Why do you think Zamperini broke down and cried at Kwajalein?
Why do we cry when we become emotional?
Sometimes “the tears just ﬂow,” even when we ﬁght them. Why is that?
Does “a good cry” help to make us feel better? Explain your answer.
Sometimes we just have to let the tears ﬂow. Have you ever experienced such an event? Can you describe it?
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Wotje Island - Zamperini and Phillips Sight Land
Map of the Marshall and Gilbert Islands, from Army Air Forces in World War II, Vol. IV - The Paciﬁc:
Guadalcanal to Saipan, August 1942 to July 1944 - edited by Wesley Frank Craven and James Lea
Cate. See page 285.
View this asset at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Wotje-Island-Zamperini-and-Phillips-Sight-Land

Marshall Islands - Map Locator for Raft-Floating Distance
Map locator of the Marshall Islands by TUBS, online courtesy Wikimedia Commons.
License: This photo is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 3.0 License. In
short: You are free to share and make derivative works of it under the conditions that you
appropriately attribute it, and that you distribute it only under a license identical to this one.
View this asset at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Marshall-Islands-Map-Locator-for-Raft-Floating-Distance

Kwajalein - Execution Island
Photo of Kwajalein Island by Jack Shipman, all rights reserved. Online, courtesy Kwajalein Range
Services.
View this asset at: http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Kwajalein-Execution-Island

Kwajalein - Location in the Marshall Islands
Map from The U.S. Army Campaigns of World War II - Eastern Mandates - a U.S. military-history
brochure.
View this asset at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Kwajalein-Location-in-the-Marshall-Islands

Caroline Islands - Located in the South Paciﬁc
Map of Caroline Islands online, courtesy SurfTrip.com
View this asset at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Caroline-Islands-Located-in-the-South-Paciﬁc
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